senator bernie sanders on democratic socialism in the united states november 19 2015, if bernie hates lobbyists why is he taking their money - senator bernie sanders writes notes as his rival hillary clinton walks behind him to her podium during a commercial break at the democratic u s presidential candidates debate in kendall, civil rights hero john lewis slams bernie sanders mother - rep john lewis d ga the progressive icon who led the student nonviolent coordinating committee sncc during the civil rights movement on thursday dismissed sen bernie sanders, there is no bernie sanders movement slate magazine - he d just been declared the winner in the wisconsin democratic primary and now bernie sanders speaking from a stage in laramie wyoming was thundering into a favorite refrain he was talking. bernie sanders was not amused by sacha baron cohen s - you ve probably seen the video clip from who is america in which comedian provocateur sacha baron cohen easily convinces right wing politicians and lobbyists to express their support for giving, et tu bernie truthdig - sen bernie sanders once an independent maverick has been politically neutered by the democratic party establishment and is becoming a parody of himself, the top 5 reasons moveon members voted to endorse bernie - with a record setting 78 6 percent of 340 665 votes cast by the moveon membership senator bernie sanders has won moveon org political action s endorsement for president with the largest total and widest margin in moveon history moveon org only endorses candidates based on votes by our members our only previous presidential endorsement during a democratic primary was for, bernie sanders calls trump a pathological liar and slams - senator bernie sanders independent of vermont speaks about president donald trump s fiscal year 2018 budget at the u s capitol in washington d c on may 23 2017, dnc reshuffle has some worrying about a purge the - sen bernie sanders i vt left and democratic national committee chairman tom perez at an april dnc rally in mesa ariz matt york ap, uk protesters welcome trump and bernie sanders teams up - bernie sanders photograph carolyn kaster ap senator bernie sanders is hosting a ceo v workers town hall on monday night in partnership with act tv the guardian nowthis the young turks, candidate speech series bernie sanders chrisweigant com - reversing climate change after september of this year the earth will be entering its 21st year without statistically significant warming trend according to satellite derived temperature data, obama s 2016 gun terms might leave sanders without white - president barack obama might have trouble campaigning for sen bernie sanders if he becomes the democratic nominee at least if obama sticks to the terms he laid out in his op ed on gun control, it s not bernie sanders who s holding the democrats back - news corp is a network of leading companies in the world of diversified media news and information services, sacha baron cohen who is america review comedian aims - the new show is structured as a series of interviews with a handful of new cohen characters and unsuspecting rubes there s the aforementioned israeli anti terrorism expert an infowars type, new healthcare law is a win for lobbyists and drug companies - the 21st century cures act earmarks billions of dollars for medical research and lowers fda standards for drug approval it s one of the most lobbied bills of the obama administration, four key questions today s primaries will help answer - in new york only federal races will be on the ballot the state s primary for state and local races is in september because the legislature can t agree on consolidating the two dates, america s new revolutionaries show how the left can win - thanks in part to the supreme court s disastrous citizens united ruling which removed the caps on political spending by lobbyists us politics is dominated by billionaires and corporations, the biggest most influential political donors on the 2015 - given that we re in an election cycle for the new forbes 400 list of america s richest we scrutinized how these billionaires influence politics primarily through their political giving at, jill stein on vaccines people have real questions the - as a medical doctor there was a time where i looked very closely at those issues and not all those issues were completely resolved said green party s likely candidate for president, trans pacific partnership wikipedia - the trans pacific partnership tpp also called the trans pacific partnership agreement is a defunct proposed trade agreement between australia brunei canada chile jamaica japan malaysia mexico new zealand peru singapore vietnam and the united states signed on 4 february 2016 which was not ratified as required and did not take effect after the united states withdrew its signature the, tv review sacha baron cohen s who is america variety - sacha baron cohen feels like the ultimate george w bush era comedy star the early to mid 2000s after all were when baron cohen enjoyed his high point of fame when tv s da ali g show